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Is the truth of Catholicism in religion and philosophy a warrant for the efficacy or 
intrinsic excellence of the way religion and philosophy are taught in Catholic 
schools? 
 
Max Weismann asks philosopher Mortimer J. Adler 
 
WEISMANN:  The theme I have chosen to discuss with you today is the order of 
learning--the means of education, not the ends. I do not want to consider the 
means in every way--but only with respect to their ordination to one another. I am 
concerned with the order of studies, on the one hand, and with the order of a 
teacher's activities relative to those of his students, on the other. The questions I 
propose we try to answer are: Given ideally perfect ends, how shall the basic 
means be ordered, and in your view are Catholic educators doing a good job? 
 
ADLER:  That's a tall order for this forum, so I shall limit my answers to purely 
natural education--that is, education defined in terms of natural and temporal 
happiness, as its ultimate end, and the natural virtues, as its proximate ends. I shall 
neglect religious education entirely, not because it is negligible--far from it, it is 
the least negligible part of education--but for two reasons which I wish to state: 
first, because it is beyond my competence to treat of such matters; and second, 
because it is beyond the province of strictly philosophical discussion to consider 
such matters, regardless of the personal competence of an individual who may 
combine in his person the gifts of both the philosopher and the theologian. One 
may combine the gifts, but the gifts are never the same, and should never be 
confused. 
 
There is one further restriction which I should like to make clear. I shall neglect 
moral education entirely--a much more difficult, and also a more important, topic 
than intellectual education. As I understand the essence of teaching, it simply 
cannot be the adequate or effective instrument for forming moral virtue. Plato and 



Aristotle were clear about this, and clearly in agreement. The intellectual virtues 
are preeminently teachable, as the moral virtues are not. With respect to them, we 
should be able to solve the problem of means, as no one yet has with respect to 
the development of moral virtues, if ever a solution will be reached. And so I 
address your question--interesting because narrow and solvable--of the means to 
intellectual virtue: the order of studies which aim to cause the perfection of the 
mind. 
 
WEISMANN:  Would you say that the intellectual virtues are the proximate ends 
of all truly liberal or intellectual education? (I use the words liberal and 
intellectual interchangeably). 
 
ADLER:  Yes, however even here there is one last restriction. Prudence belongs 
with the moral virtues. It is formed as they are, not by teaching or by schoolwork, 
but somehow mysteriously by practice, under guidance, in many ways. Hence, we 
are left with four virtues, divided into the arts, on the one hand, and the three 
speculative virtues (understanding, science, and wisdom) on the other. And here 
certainly wisdom is the highest end and the controlling principle in any 
consideration of the means. 
 
WEISMANN:  Do you think this is paramount for Catholic educators to consider? 
And if so, why? 
 
ADLER:  Yes. Because they alone rightly understand the ends of liberal or 
intellectual education to be the four intellectual virtues: understanding, science, 
art, and wisdom. They alone know this, and know what the virtues are. In this, 
they stand in sharp contrast to their secular colleagues who in the last hundred 
years have so misconceived the aims and ends of liberal education that it has 
almost vanished from the scene. 
 
WEISMANN:  It seems to me that although our secular colleagues are wrong 
about the ends of liberal education, they are often quite sound about the means--
especially about the order of teaching as an art of using the means. 
 
ADLER:  This is most true, you will be surprised to hear me say, in the case of 
the extreme progressive educators who have unwittingly returned to some ancient 
truths about educational method. However, they do not use the means for good 
educational results, because they misdirect them through ignorance or 
misconception of the ends. But Catholic educators can, I think, be charged with an 
opposite fault: knowing the right ends, they all too frequently fail to achieve them 
because they misuse the means, because they violate the nature of the learning 
process itself. 
 
WEISMANN:  I can understand why a Catholic educator might be impervious to 
any critic who attacked the ends of Catholic education, because somehow these 



ends are implicated in the central truths of the Christian religion, and thus there is 
a dogmatic confirmation for the conviction of reason about them. 
 
ADLER:  Yes, but certainly this is not the case with the means. The truth of 
Catholicism in religion and philosophy, for example, is no warrant for the efficacy 
or intrinsic excellence of the way religion and philosophy are taught in Catholic 
schools. Only the liberal arts can provide the standard for judging excellence in 
teaching, for measuring the efficiency of educational means, or for inventing 
others; and the liberal arts are neither pagan nor Christian, but human. 
 
WEISMANN:  I am deeply concerned about this point, deeply disturbed by 
seeing the miscarriage of education in Catholic institutions, precisely because I 
know their ends are right. Furthermore, is not their fault a worse one than the fault 
of the secular educators? Is there not more excuse for the secular educators being 
mistaken about the ends, than for Catholic educators being mistaken about the 
means? 
 
ADLER:  Indeed, and let me explain why. As I said before that secular educators, 
especially the radical progressive group, were singularly right and eminently so 
on many points concerning the means. I had in mind the fundamental soundness 
of the project method (though I abhor the name), the method which stresses 
activity on the part of the learner as indispensable, which emphasizes the great 
importance of understanding the problem before knowing the answers, which 
places the acquirement of skills before the mastery of subject matters in the 
domain of basic general education. 
 
Now, I say that all of these right procedures appear to be radical innovations only 
because they were forgotten or corrupted by the decadent classical education of 
the last century, against which progressive education arose in justifiable rebellion. 
Truly, all these procedures are founded on ancient insights about the order of 
teaching and learning insights which every Catholic educator must possess if they 
understand the nature of man and of human teaching, according to the principles 
of the philosophy they generally affirm. 
 
WEISMANN:  Would you briefly enumerate some of these points for us? 
 
ADLER:  The Catholic educator knows:  1. The difference between intellectual 
habit and sensitive memory. Hence he knows that verbal proficiency, which is a 
work of sensitive memory, must not be confused with the habit of understanding.  
2. That habits of understanding can be formed only by intellectual acts--acts on 
the part of the student, not simply acts by the teacher. Hence he knows that the 
teacher is always a secondary cause of learning, never a primary cause, for the 
primary cause must always be an act on the part of the learner's own intellect.  3. 
That the intellect depends on sense and imagination, and also that it can be 
swayed and colored by the motion of the passions. Hence he knows that the 
discipline of the liberal arts must precede the process of acquiring the speculative 



virtues, for it is the liberal arts which rectify the intellect in its pursuit of truth--the 
arts of grammar and logic which protect the intellect against the deceptions of 
verbal and other symbolization's, and all the wayward imagery of sense; the arts 
of logic and rhetoric, which guard against the incursions of passion, and the 
coloring of thought by irrelevant emotion.  4. That the intellectual virtues are 
always a mean state between vicious extremes of saying too much or saying too 
little--dogmatic affirmations in excess, or skeptical denials in defect. Hence he 
knows that truth is always an eminent synthesis of false extremes, a sober 
resolution of false issues made by extreme positions; he knows that the truth can 
be genuinely possessed only by a mind which sees the truth always as a correction 
of manifold and divers errors, and never by the mind which tries to be alone with 
the truth in an artificially antiseptic environment. 
 
WEISMANN:  If the Catholic educator knows (or should know) all these things, 
because they are fundamental truths in his philosophy of man, where does he err? 
 
ADLER:  Unlike his secular colleague, who may not acknowledge these truths at 
all, or certainly not know them so deeply, but who nevertheless seems to practice 
according to their meaning, the Catholic educator, who knows them, often 
violates them in practice by educational methods which (1) put a premium on 
verbal memory instead of intellectual habit; (2) proceed as if the teacher were the 
only active cause of learning, and as if the learner could be entirely passive; (3) 
neglect or wrongly subordinate the liberal arts to a supposed mastery of subject 
matter; (4) try to do the impossible--namely, to give the students genuine 
possession of the truth without ever really perplexing them first by the problems 
or issues which the truth resolves--and this requires a vital experience of error, for 
genuine perplexity is usually killed along with the dummy opponents who have 
been made into straw men for quick demolition. 
 
WEISMANN:  What then is the order of learning, based upon these truths? 
 
ADLER:  Let me first reiterate one objection I have received from Catholic 
educators as to means. I am told that Catholic education must give its college 
graduates a fundamental body of truths for the guidance of their lives. I am told 
that this necessitates the covering of much ground. You can guess my response. I 
simply ask what is the point of covering ground, if the students' feet never touch 
it, if they never learn through independent exercise to walk by themselves, with 
head erect and unafraid of all intellectual opposition and difficulty. What is the 
point of memorizing truths, if they can really guide us only when they are 
genuinely possessed, if they can protect us from falsehood only to the extent that 
we understand them as fully refuting errors--real, live errors, not dummy ones 
concocted for the purposes of an easy victory. I would feel happier about the 
graduates of Catholic colleges if they were really to understand a few truths well--
understand them as solving problems which vigorously challenge the mind and 
perplex it--rather than be able to recite, from merely verbal memory, a whole 
catechism of philosophical answers to problems they did not really understand or 



take seriously. I would be happier if they were merely disciplined in the pursuit of 
truth and in the rejection of error, rather than be, as they now are in so many 
cases, unable to give an account of what they know because it is known by 
memory rather than possessed by intellectual habit. 
 
WEISMANN:  I would like to proceed now to a brief discussion of the order of 
learning in the field of the intellectual virtues. First, consider the ordination of the 
liberal arts to the speculative subject matters. Then, consider the methods of 
teaching the speculative subject matters. And, finally, I would like you to draw 
some conclusions and summarize your insights in terms of the state of philosophy 
in contemporary culture--for the present condition of philosophy is not unrelated 
to the way it is taught and learned. 
 
ADLER:  My thesis here is simply that mastery of the liberal arts must precede 
the mastery of the fundamental subject matters, which constitute the matter of the 
speculative virtues. Though wisdom comes first in the natural order of the virtues-
-graded according to their intrinsic excellence--the arts, least of the intellectual 
virtues, come first in the temporal order, the order of human development. 
 
WEISMANN:  But that this order is now generally observed: logic is a basic 
course in all Catholic colleges, isn't that it is a discipline preparatory for the study 
of the basic subject matters? 
 
ADLER:  I disagree, not with the facts, but with such interpretation of them? 
Logic can be taken, or given, in one of two ways: either as a speculative science 
itself, albeit a science in the second  
intention, in contrast to metaphysics and physics as sciences of the real (and hence 
in the first intention); or as one of the liberal arts, an organon, a body of rules for 
the regulation and rectification of the mind, not in itself, for in itself the human 
intellect is absolutely infallible, and needs no art at all, but rather in its 
dependence upon sense and imagination, and in its subjection to passion. (I am 
saying that logic, as a science, may deal with pure thought; but logic, as an art, is 
not an art of thinking, of pure intellectual activity, for such does not exist; it is 
always an art, necessarily conjoined with grammar and rhetoric, which regulates 
the operations of the intellectual imagination,  
 
When logic is considered as an art, it cannot be divorced, you see, from the other 
two liberal arts of grammar and rhetoric. The three arts form a trinity, and each of 
the arts becomes corrupted and ineffective--an empty and meaningless routine--
when separated from the others. This, by the way, is precisely what has happened 
to the liberal arts during the last four centuries. And scholasticism, with its arid 
logic, divorced from grammar and rhetoric, is as much to blame for this sad state 
of affairs as the most anti-intellectual movements in education. 
 
WEISMANN:  Are you saying that the teaching of logic in Catholic colleges--as a 
science--is not a liberal discipline? 



 
ADLER:  That is precisely what I am saying. The textbook logic which is taught, 
as a set of formulas without practice in the intellectual operations to which they 
are relevant, does not discipline the mind in writing, speaking, and listening. What 
good is it to know all the kinds of propositions, if a student cannot discover how 
many propositions are being expressed in a complicated sentence, and how they 
are related? What good to know all the principles of the syllogism if the student 
cannot recognize the congeries of syllogisms, or reasonings, that occur in a 
paragraph expressing a complicated argument? The proof of my point here is very 
simple. Though they are given a course in the science of logic, as their secular 
fellows are not, the graduates of Catholic colleges cannot read or write any better 
than their secular fellows. If they had been liberally disciplined if the liberal arts 
had  been acquired by them through years of exercise in their practices, then they 
would be vastly superior in the performance of all these liberal operations. 
 
Furthermore, logic as a science is completely out of order when it is put first in 
the course of philosophical studies. Logic the organon, which really means the 
three arts of the trivium in complex conjunction, does come first; but logic the 
science comes last--even after metaphysics, after all the sciences of the real--
precisely because second intentions follow first intentions, are derived from them, 
and depend upon them. 
 
WEISMANN:  Am I to understand you to be saying, that by a proper teaching of 
the liberal arts, you mean only a teaching of the fundamental practices which 
these arts regulate: the performance of reading, writing, speaking, listening, 
calculating, and observing? 
 
ADLER:  Yes. Arts are habits. Hence they are not possessed at all by students 
who can verbally recite their rules. The rules are important only as regulating the 
performance of acts, which acts in turn, often repeated, then form the habits, 
which are the arts as vital transformations of the soul's operative powers. This can 
be done only in a scheme of education which orders learning in the following 
manner: (1) on the elementary level, gives the predisposition's for intellectual 
discipline, by the study of multiple languages, especially the highly inflected 
ancient ones; by the routines of mathematics; and by the cultivation of the senses 
and imagination as the intellect's most important adjuncts; and (2) on the 
secondary or collegiate level, spends all of the four years primarily on the liberal 
arts, and not on the mastery of subject matters. 
 
In short, a liberal education, crowned by the bachelor of arts degree should consist 
in an ability to read and write, speak and listen, observe and think. A college 
graduate should be a liberal artist, and nothing more--as if this were not enough to 
hope for, and strive for, with all one's might and main. 
 
WEISMANN:  Please explain this last point, because I think it is likely to be 
misunderstood. 



 
ADLER:  First, let me say that I make no distinction between secondary and 
collegiate education. The B.A. degree should be given at what is now the end of 
high school, or at least at what is now the end of the sophomore year of our so-
called colleges. After that comes the university. The three levels of education--
and there is no place for a fourth--are rightly ordered when the first, or 
elementary, is seen as entirely preparatory and preintellectual, predispositive 
toward liberal training; when the second, or general, is seen as entirely liberal, 
partly terminal and partly preparatory for the study of subject matter; when the 
third, or specialized, is seen as devoted to the mastery of special subject matters, 
to the acquirement of the speculative virtues. 
 
I do not mean that the liberal arts are ever ultimate ends, ends in themselves. On 
the contrary, they are only intermediate ends, and as such, means to further and 
higher ends. They are specifically the indispensable means to the speculative 
virtues as ends. The acquisition of the arts is for the sake of mastering subject 
matters. But I wish to repeat one point: they are not only means, they are 
indispensable as means. Lacking real skill in the liberal arts, no one can become a 
master of an intellectual subject matter. 
 
WEISMANN:  Then in order to acquire the arts, the subject matters must be used. 
But this preliminary use of subject matter must not be confused with the ultimate 
approach to it after the arts have been acquired. 
 
ADLER:  That's right, when the basic subject matters are used at the collegiate or 
secondary level, they must be subordinated to the acquirement of the arts: they are 
then merely the matter on which the mind is being exercised to learn how to 
think--not, then, to learn what to think. That comes later. This is not a misuse of 
subject matter, as, of course, it would be, if it were the only use. 
 
May I conclude my remarks by this summary statement; that unless and until 
students become reasonably competent liberal artists, they are incompetent to 
approach or learn--really learn--any of the fundamental truths in the basic subject 
matters, for the means of forming the speculative virtues are lacking. 
 
Teachers can indoctrinate students. Teachers can stuff their memories with pat 
verbal formulas--in Latin or in English--but they cannot teach them as if they 
were rational animals, instead of parrots, simply because their rational powers 
have not been sufficiently disciplined in the difficult arts of learning itself. The 
liberal arts, in my conception of them, are nothing but the arts of teaching and 
being taught. They are the basic skills of learning, and must, therefore, precede 
the effort of the mind to learn. Just as I would make mastery of the liberal arts--
the old, but not meaningless, degree--the only requirement for one who wishes to 
teach the young in school or college (how many teachers would there be, if this 
standard were imposed?), so I would make bachelorhood, or a novitiate in the 
arts, the one test for admission to the university as the place where subject matters 



are studied. This would close our universities down quicker than any military 
draft is likely to do. 
 
To all of this, let me add a few brief comments. First, this is not a defense or 
apologia for the St. John's plan. What I am proposing is the fundamental order of 
the best ancient and medieval educational systems. It was the order, the very wise 
order, proposed by Plato in The Republic. It was the medieval order, which really 
put Platonic policy into actual practice; the work of the liberal arts faculty served 
to prepare boys for the universities, where under the auspices of the three basic 
faculties (law, medicine, and theology) they studied the subject matters. Having 
become skilled in learning, which meant they could read and write with 
reasonable competence, they were now admitted to the status of competent 
learners. It was the original intention of the Jesuit Ratio Studiorum, which has 
not--may I be forgiven for saying--been sufficiently retained in spirit, as well as in 
letter, by post-Renaissance Jesuit institutions. And although it is this order which 
St. John's is trying to reestablish, that should certainly not stand in the way of 
Catholic colleges adopting it, for the idea is fundamentally a Greek and medieval 
idea. It was not invented by the proponents of the St. John's scheme. It is an idea 
that belongs to all the great traditions of Catholic education and yet Catholic 
institutions today do not exemplify it in practice. 
 
WEISMANN:  It seems to me that this basic educational idea, about the priority 
of the liberal arts to the study of subject matter, also has significance for the 
relation of all schooling to adult education. 
 
ADLER:  That is correct. Real learning must be the work of more mature persons 
than boys and girls in school and college. Children are too young, too 
inexperienced, too unstable, to acquire wisdom. Hence, they should be given what 
they, at their age, are able to receive: the formation of the artistic, not the 
speculative, virtues. If they graduate from college liberal artists, then, whether 
they go on to the university or not, they will be able to continue the pursuit of 
truth throughout a life of adult learning, when maturity makes the formation of 
speculative habits possible. 
 
WEISMANN:  Where, institutionally, should the subject matters be taught and 
studied? 
 
ADLER:  I have already indicated the answer: in the university. The answer is, of 
course, practical, only if the B.A. is given earlier than it is at present. If Catholic 
educators say this is not possible, because of the opposition of the various 
accrediting agencies, I can only answer that until Catholic institutions throw off 
the yoke of the accrediting boards, and exercise a free judgment on basic 
educational questions, they will never be able to realize in practice any of the 
principles which belong to Catholic education. 
 



WEISMANN:  Can we now consider the order of learning in the field of the 
speculative virtues, the order of studies at the university level. And here, to limit 
your discussion, I would like you to consider the teaching of philosophy as a case 
in point. 
 
ADLER:  Here I have two fundamental points to make, which I shall try to make 
briefly. The first concerns the objective order of the subject matters themselves, 
the second concerns the methods of teaching the subject matters, with reference to 
the distinction between the order of knowledge and the order of learning. 
 
By the objective order of the subject matters I mean, of course, the order of the 
objects of knowledge secundum se--the order of things known according to their 
intrinsic knowability, rather than their relative knowability, that is, their 
knowability to us. 
 
In the first place, it is necessary briefly to condemn all the Wolffian errors--all the 
false divisions of subject matter, the wrong ordering of the parts of philosophy, 
invented by Christian Wolff, most unfortunately adopted by later scholasticism, 
and now dominating the philosophy curriculum of so many Catholic institutions. 
The correction of the Wolffian errors--the wrong divisions, the wrong orderings--
can be made simply by anyone who understands the Thomistic theory of 
abstraction, which Wolff violates at every point. (I shall not concern myself 
further with Wolff but rather go at once to the right objective ordering of subject 
matters.) 
 
Theology is certainly first if the objective ordering be in terms of the object which 
is most knowable in itself, though not to us. This indicates at once that the 
objective ordering of subject matters cannot be the same as the subjective 
ordering, for the latter must be in terms of what is most knowable to us as coming 
first, and, in these terms, theology would come last. 
 
If we apply these principles to all the fundamental theoretic subject matters, we 
will find that, just as in the objective order, theology precedes metaphysics, and 
metaphysics, the philosophy of nature, and the philosophy of man, which is one of 
its parts, and the whole of philosophy, as dealing with essences, the whole of 
science, as dealing with phenomenal accidents; so in the subjective order, the 
members of this series are perfectly reversed: science should be studied before 
philosophy and the philosophy of man before the philosophy of nature, and these 
before metaphysics and theology. 
 
 There are two other points of order, which I must mention in passing: (1) 
the priority of the theoretic to the practical (which, curiously enough, is both an 
objective and a subjective priority, for the theoretic is both more knowable in 
itself and to us); and (2) the priority of objectively constituted subject matters 
such as metaphysics and the philosophy of nature, to such problematically 



constituted subject matters as the philosophy of law, or of art, or of education, or 
of knowledge itself 
 
WEISMANN:  Now within each sphere of subject matter, isn't there supposed to 
be an order of principles and conclusions? 
 
ADLER:  There is some truth in this, of course, but I think it has been excessively 
oversimplified by the scholastic acceptance of Aristotelian logic, as giving a true 
and adequate account of the intrinsic structure of bodies of knowledge. In this 
connection let me make the following observations: a. Aristotelian logic is 
primarily the logic of philosophy, and not at all the logic of science; and in so far 
as Aristotle did not clearly distinguish philosophy and science, his logic is both 
confused and inadequate. b. Even as the logic of philosophical knowledge, it is 
restricted to the philosophy of nature, or, what Aristotle calls physics. The 
Organon  is totally inadequate as an account of metaphysical knowledge: its 
concepts, judgments, or purely analytical reasonings. The supposition that 
Aristotelian logic is applicable to metaphysics results in the false notion that 
metaphysics is exclusively, or even primarily a deductive science, demonstrating 
conclusions from first principles. c. In general, the influence of the Posterior 
Analytics, as giving the picture of the structure of scientia--any scientia--is 
disastrous; form fact, the only science there pictured is mathematics, and 
primarily geometry. As Gilson has pointed out, Aristotle's logic, and especially 
the Posterior Analytics, cannot be applied to any of Aristotle's own philosophical 
works. His own Physics and Metaphysics violate the account of scientia given in 
the Posterior Analytics. d. The major errors which have arisen in the scholastic 
tradition, as a result of following Aristotle's Organon as if it were a good, a true, 
and an adequate logic, are these: an attempt to expound both physics and 
metaphysics in a too-simple deductive order, whereas in truth, these basic 
philosophical subject matters are circular rather than linear in the connection of 
their propositions; a misconception of first principles, especially the law of 
contradiction, as if they were sources of deductive demonstration, as if other 
truths could be drawn from them deductively, whereas they are merely regulative 
principles of other inferences; the failure to see that most of the basic truths of 
philosophy, being existential judgments, are the result of a posteriori inferences 
from fact, not deductive inferences from prior analytical principles. 
 
WEISMANN:  Then all of these points, though they are primarily concerned with 
the intrinsic and objective order of knowledge itself, have some significance for 
the order of learning, and of teaching in relation to learning. Certainly, one thing 
is already clear: the objective order of subject matters--of objects as knowable in 
themselves and apart from us--does not and cannot determine the right subjective 
order of teaching and learning. Can we find other principles, peculiarly relevant to 
the subjective order, in order to make these determinations? 
 



ADLER:  There are two basic principles which, it seems to me, help us determine 
the order of learning, and to adjust that subjective order to the objective order of 
subject matters. 
 
The first of these is the very nature of teaching itself. Teaching, like agriculture 
and like medicine, is a cooperative art, not a simply productive art, transforming 
the obediential potentialities of inert matter. Teaching, as a cooperative art, must 
work with the determinate potentialities of living matter--and the rules of teaching 
must be adapted to the very nature of learning. 
 
The second principle is the basic distinction between discovery and instruction as 
types of learning. Discovery is learning without a teacher; instruction is learning 
with a teacher's aid. But both are, as learning, essentially the same, and the order 
of learning must be essentially the same, therefore, whether the learner proceeds 
by discovery or by instruction. Furthermore, what is most important of all, since 
the teacher is always only a cooperative cause, and never a primary or sole cause, 
of learning, the intellectual activities which occur without aid in the case of 
discovery must be going on also in the case of instruction. 
 
From these two principles, we can conclude that the order of teaching must follow 
the order of learning, and that this order is primarily the order of discovery, for, as 
we have seen, even in learning by instruction, the primary causes of learning are 
the same sort of acts which cause discovery, when the learning goes on without a 
teacher's aid. 
 
WEISMANN:  In my view, the significance of this point--which I think is of the 
greatest importance--may not be grasped unless it is put into contrast with the 
now prevalent error. In most cases, teaching proceeds as if the order of teaching 
should follow the order of knowledge, the objective order of knowledge itself, 
even though we know that this objective order cannot be followed in the process 
of discovery. 
 
ADLER:  Today in fact, it is completely reversed. Instruction which departs from 
the order of discovery also departs from the order of learning, for the way of 
discovery is the primary way of the mind to truth, and instruction merely imitates 
nature in imitating discovery the objective structure of knowledge in no way 
indicates the processes of the mind in growth. 
 
Now the order of discovery is primarily inductive and dialectical, not deductive 
and scientific. Let me explain. The usual distinction between induction and 
deduction--going from particulars to universal or universals to particulars--has 
always seemed to be somewhat superficial, if, in fact, it is correct at all. Rather, it 
seems to me, the deductive order is going from what is more knowable in itself to 
what is less knowable in itself; and thus there is an objective foundation for less 
intelligible truths in more intelligible ones--the intelligibility being intrinsic to the 
object known, being secundum se, not quoad nos. In contrast, the inductive order 



is going from what is more knowable to us to what is less knowable to us. Thus, 
the deductive order is the demonstration of conclusions from prior principles, or, 
where demonstration does not take place, the analytical expansion of prior truths 
in terms of their consequences; whereas the inductive order is the discovery of 
self-evident principles, on the one hand, and, on the other, it is the inferential 
procedure whereby every basic existential proposition is known--for no existential 
proposition (concerning God, or substance, or the diversity of essences) can be 
demonstrated deductively. All a posteriori inferences are inductive, not deductive, 
and these are among the most fundamental inferences of the mind in the discovery 
of truth about things. The other fundamental step is the intuitive induction of first 
principles . 
 
WEISMANN:  Then if I understand you correctly, the methods of teaching any 
subject matter should be primarily inductive and dialectical, rather than deductive 
and simply expository, for the former method is a conformity of teaching to the 
order of learning, as that is naturally exhibited in the order of discovery, which 
teaching must imitate as a cooperative art; whereas the latter method is a 
conformity of teaching to the order of knowledge itself, and this is an order which 
should not determine teaching, for it does not determine learning. To close our 
discussion, elucidate some of the practical implications of this conclusion? 
 
ADLER:  First, for any subject matter, and for philosophy preeminently (precisely 
because it is wisdom and the most difficult sort of knowledge to possess by way 
of speculative habit), teaching must be by the Socratic method 
 
Second, the Socratic, or dialectical, method is the only way to avoid the 
substitution of verbal memory for intellectual habit. It always puts questions 
before answers. It does not rest when a student gives a verbally right answer, but 
always tries to undermine the right answer to test it, for if it is just parrot like 
speech, the answer will not stand the dialectical attack. It places the highest value 
on questions, rather than upon answers; for a question in search of answers is an 
educational dynamo, whereas an answer in search of the question it answers is an 
educational dud. 
 
Third, it follows, of course, that lectures and textbooks are taboo, for the most 
part, because lectures usually are deductive or analytical expositions following the 
order of knowledge, rather than dialectical inquiries adapted to the order of 
discovery; and textbooks are even worse than lectures as manuals for the memory, 
rather than challenges to the mind. 
 
Fourth, right teaching must be done either without any books, if the teacher is a 
Socrates, or, if the teacher is not a Socrates the only books he can use to good 
effect are the very greatest books, on a given subject that have ever been written, 
for only such books will be above both himself and his students; only such books 
will stimulate him to inquire and thus to lead his students in inquiry, only such 



books will pose both teacher and students problems, rather than give them simply 
codified, and readily memorizable, answers. 
 
Fifth, the simplest test for right teaching--teaching well-ordered as an aid to 
learning--is this: that the teacher should find himself actively engaged in 
discovery of the truth, at the same time that he is helping his students (though they 
be moving at a lower level) to make discoveries also, proportionate to their age 
and condition. When the teacher proceeds by the wrong method--by lecture-
expositions and quizzes on textbooks or manuals--it seldom, if ever, happens that 
the teacher himself learns anything new. His state of mind is not an inquiring one. 
That shows he is not really doing the work of a teacher, for the work of a teacher 
must conform to the work of learning, and this can only take place if the teacher is 
really learning at the same time that he teaches. 
 
Finally, it is only by such dialectical and inductive procedure that the truth is 
learned, not in complete abstraction from the problems it solves or the errors it 
corrects, but in the context of complicated alternatives. This again is the trouble 
with textbooks. They seldom make the problems live, or state the errors 
vigorously enough to make them real dangers and real obstacles to the mind.  &  
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